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Golden Rules
 ♦ All rules detailed on cards take priority over manuals and may change or 


replace what is written there. 
 ♦ No dice can be rerolled more than once, no matter how many effects may 


allow it. 
 ♦ Except for the Event deck, any other deck or token pile must be reshuffled 


with its discard pile when it runs out of cards/tokens and the game requires 
to draw from it. 


 ♦ A character cannot gain the same bonus/penalty from the same effect twice.
 ♦ When the term “suffer” is used, it means the effect cannot be avoided in any 


way.
Game Sequence


I: Time Phase 
 ♦ Effects Cleanup (apply damage first, and then other effects).
 ♦ Powers Refresh (flip all used powers with the refresh icon on top).
 ♦ Powers Cooldown (rotate 90° clockwise each used power).
 ♦ Soul Enhancements/Resurrection  (a hero cannot enhance his Soulrank 


further if there is another hero in the party with a lower Soulrank).


II: Battle Phase {repeat steps for each hero}  
 ♦ Hero Turn


 ❖ 1 Movement Activity (can be intermingled with Actions and Free 
Actions but not Combat). 


 ❖ X Combat Activities (if engaged, can only attack enemies in his area). 
 ❖ X Action Activities:


◊ Dash (once per Round) – 1 extra  OR stand after K.O.
◊ Focus an Attack (once per Round) – add 1  to an attack. 
◊ Provoke a Master Enemy (once per Round) – modify the Menace 


token status for a Master Enemy in L.O.S.
◊ Bash Chest/Locked Door (if not engaged) – open a Chest or a 


Locked Door.
◊ Reorganize Equipped Items (if not engaged) – change equipped items.
◊ Exchange an Item (if not engaged) – pass/receive one Item and/or 


Crowns (hero receiving the item can directly equip it, if his relative 
slot is empty).  


◊ Search (if not engaged) – flip the Search Area token and roll a Red 
die then remove the token from the map.


 ❖ Unlimited Free Actions:
◊ Open Normal doors – open a standard non-locked Door.
◊ Pick up/Drop an item (if not engaged) – pick up/drop any number 


of items or crowns.
◊ Evade (receive an attack from each enemy before move if not 


dominating area) – move out of an area containing enemies during 
movement.


 ♦ Enemy Turn 
 ❖ If enemies are in play: draw an Encounter card and resolve it.


III: Event Phase 
 ♦ If top Event card is unrevealed: draw & resolve the card, then place it 


revealed on top of the deck (Night and Day Events must be placed 
beside the Event deck once resolved).


 ♦ Otherwise: discard the top revealed card.


Combat System
Moving into an area with one or more enemies makes the hero Engaged in combat 
and he may only target and attack enemies in his area, regardless of the range of 
weapons, items or powers.


 ♦ HIT Stage:
1. Rolling Dice (heroes without equipped weapons roll 1 Blue).
2. Use any item, power or activity to enhance the attack, add +1  if the 


attacking faction is dominating the target’s area (Supremacy bonus).
3.  Summarize Hits.


 ♦ DEF Stage:
1. Check for Resistances & Weaknesses, and apply effects.
2.  Armor value reduces the Hits UNLESS the defender is K.O.ed or the 


Hits are Lethal.
3. Magic Shields must be spent to block Hits (including Lethal) AFTER 


the armor value.
4. Roll 1 Blue die for each remaining Hit, up to maximum allowed for 


defender (heroes without an equipped armor roll 1 Blue die).
5. Use any item, power or activity to enhance the defense.
6. Summarize Shields and suffer damage.


Battlefield
Controlling an area: a faction controls an area when it has numerical superiority, in 
terms of figures, compared to the opposing faction. 


Dominating an area: a faction dominates an area when it has at least twice the 
number of figures, compared to the opposing faction. Dominating the area counts 
also as controlling it.


Line Of Sight: To obtain a L.O.S. trace a straight line from the Sight Mark
inside the source area to the Sight Mark of the destination area without crossing: 


 ♦ a blocking terrain/element, 
 ♦ an external map tile edge (not connected to another tile), 
 ♦ areas with enemy figures different from the target’s own area (only if the 


source Character is a hero).


Enemies
Enemy Assigment:
Always distribute Enemy card evenly amongst players clockwise from active player. 
Duplicated enemies (same Name and Rank) go to owning players.


Enemy Activation:
Each time a behavior rule is selected, if there is more than one hero in the indicated 
range, the enemy must first identify its preferred victim. This happens by matching 
the enemy’s preferred victim icon, indicated by the symbol in the top left corner of 
the Enemy and Enemy Scroll card, with heroes in L.O.S. within the range indicated 
by the behavior rule.  In all cases, each behavior rule, except + , requires L.O.S. 
and a legal movement path. While moving, an enemy always tries to reach the 
destination using the shortest legal movement path possible, preferring to use areas 
without terrain hindrances.


Soul Points 
Soul Points can be spent by any hero during the Time Phase to enhance his 
Soulrank by one, discarding the amount indicated by this formula:


Soulrank to be achieved * Soulrank to be achieved







Architectural - Wall


Wall: A thick and dark wall pattern may not be crossed and 
blocks L.O.S. for any character.


Hindrances (ignored by flying characters)
Barrier: It blocks the movement path only in one direction, 
from the edge of the area where the blue scroll is printed to 
the adjacent area. The Barrier does not block L.O.S.


Difficult: Hero movement into or through this area costs 2 
movement points instead of 1. Ignored by enemies.


Deadly: Hero movement into or through this area causes the 
Hero to suffer 1 HP. Ignored by enemies.


Area Elements


Door: It blocks movement path and L.O.S. A Free Action is 
required to open, draw a Trap card once opened and remove 
the token.


Locked Door: A Locked Door counts as a Door but 
requires an Action to be opened.


Chest: Requires an Action to be opened, once done, draw a 
Trap card, gain the listed Treasures/Crowns and remove the 
token. 


Magic Lock:  Applied to Doors and Chests. It can be 
removed only by a hero carrying the Magic Key as a Free 
Action.


Search Area: Can be used by a hero in area by spending an 
Action. Flip the Search Area token and roll a Red die, apply 
the result and then remove the token.


Body 
Condition


Heroes Enemies


K.O.


(Lying 
figure)


 ♦   Value is ignored.
 ♦ Count 0 for controlling/
dominating areas.
 ♦ Remain K.O.ed until a Dash or 1 
movement point is spent.
 ♦ Flying characters ignore this 
condition.
 ♦ Cannot perform Combat activities.


 ♦   Value is ignored.
 ♦ Count  0  for controlling/
dominating areas.
 ♦ Remain K.O.ed until the 
beginning of their activation.
 ♦ Flying characters ignore this 
condition.


Red
Critical


A permanent (Red) Critical affects the character until the end of the 
Quest, until removed (as a Body Condition), or until the character dies. 


Poison In each Time Phase:
 ♦ Suffer wounds equal to Poison 
effect.
 ♦ Perform Save attempting to 
remove the condition.


In each Time Phase:
 ♦ Suffer wounds equal to Poison 
effect.
 ♦ Poison effect lasts until death.


Blind
A Blinded hero must attempt a 
Save before any activity. If it 
succeeds, the activity is performed 
normally, otherwise it fails, wasting 
the activity with no further effects.
Discard the Blinded token at the end 
of his next Hero Turn.


A Blinded enemy, if activated must 
apply +  rule as normal (by moving 
and using powers), but without 
performing any attack that requires 
L.O.S. 
At the end of the activation, discard 
the Blinded token.


Slow
While Slowed, a hero can only 
perform Free Action activities 
and only one Movement OR one 
Combat OR one Action activity.
Discard the Slowed token at the end 
of his next Hero Turn.


A Slowed enemy will select its 
behavior rule as usual during its next 
activation, but it will perform only
the first sentence of the rule. That 
means until the first “.” is met. At 
the end of the activation, discard the 
Slowed token.


Stun
A Stunned hero must skip his entire 
Hero Turn, forfeiting any
kind of activity, including using 
reaction items & powers,
although passive powers still work.
Discard the Stunned token at the 
end of his next Hero Turn.


A Stunned enemy must skip its next 
activation. Once done, discard the 
Stunned token.
Stunned enemies are not able 
to perform any kind of attack, 
including reaction attacks.


Bleeding


S&S 
expansions


A Bleeding hero suffers 1 HP before 
performing each Activity.
Flip the Bleeding token in the next 
Time Phase and then remove it 
during the next one.


A Bleeding enemy suffers 1 HP each 
time it is activated (before applying 
any behavior). Flip the Bleeding 
token in the next Time Phase and 
then remove it during the next one.


Exhaust


S&S 
expansions


An Exhausted hero cannot perform 
Action activities.
Discard the Exhausted token at the 
end of his next Hero Turn.


An Exhausted enemy cannot use    
its .
At the end of the activation, discard 
the Exhausted token.


Note: A character can suffer more than one Body Condition at the same time, but 
cannot suffer the same condition twice. If this would happen, the second condition 
is discarded and the character immediately suffers 1 HP.


Special Game Effects
 ♦ Critical: If the attacker obtains at least one , the Critical is applied 


before the defender can block it by rolling dice.
 ♦ Bash: If the attacker obtains at least one , forces the defender of the 


attack to move back 1 area from the current position.
 ♦ Fire: When a character suffers a Fire I or Fire II effect, he must 


place one fire token of the matching side on his card, even if a Fire token 
is already present. During Time Phase each fire token deals 1 HP to the 
character, then Fire I are removed and Fire II are flipped to Fire I side.


 ♦ AoE x : It allows an attack or effect to affect not only the primary 
target, but all other targets of the same faction (heroes or enemies) in 
the same area, and adjacent areas (connected by a legal movement path), 
depending on the numeric range following the AoE. AoE 0  affects only 
the target's area.


 ♦ Lethal: When an attack includes Lethal Hits, they must be resolved 
before normal Hits. Each Lethal Hit skips steps 2 and 4 of the DEF stage: 
the Armor value is ignored and Blue dice are NOT rolled against Lethal.


Soulrank Formula
Soulrank I=1, II=2, III=3, IV=4, V=5, VI=6, VII=7


Soulrank/2 I and II=1, III and IV=2, V and VI=3, VII=4
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